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1.
Ambition…



$312 billion
is lost to multinational companies’ tax abuse every year

Lower-income countries lose highest % of current tax revenue



Ambition and fairness

• ‘To better align taxable profits with the location of 
[multinational companies’] real economic activity’

• Pillar 1: unitary taxation and formulary apportionment
• Make profit shifting much harder

• Pillar 2: a global minimum effective tax rate
• Make profit shifting much less attractive - fairly
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2.
…Lost



Loss of ambition

• Pillar 1: unitary taxation and formulary apportionment
• Make profit shifting much harder

• Collapse of ambition: 
• From all multinationals…
• To largest 8,000 to 10,000 multinationals…
• To 2,300 multinationals (automated/consumer)…
• To… just 100. 
• And not even all their profits! Just 25% of ‘residual profit’, 

defined as profit in excess of 10% of revenue
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Loss of ambition

• Pillar 2: a global minimum effective tax rate
• Make profit shifting much less attractive – fairly

• 15% rate (set by/for OECD/EU member ‘tax havens’?)
• Major incentives for profit shifting remain, especially for 

lower-income countries with (on average) higher CIT rates
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Loss of fairness

• Pillar 1: unitary taxation and formulary apportionment
• Make profit shifting much harder

• Range of conditions that undermine benefits:
• Removal of ‘unilateral measures’ like DSTs
• MNEs self-report to home jurisdictions; if tax authority 

representatives cannot agree, then binding arbitration
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Loss of fairness

• Pillar 2: a global minimum effective tax rate
• Make profit shifting much less attractive – fairly

• Revenue rule order: 
• IIR has priority (HQ countries get the $$)
• STTR only via tax treaty, a withholding tax at max 7.5%-9%, 

on payments which taxed <7.5-9% in receiving country 
(lower than many existing treaties!)
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3.
Threats and responses



Threats
1. Loss of revenue

• Removal of ‘unilateral measures’ like DSTs (Pillar 1)

• Limits on withholding rates in treaties (Pillar 2)

• Headquarters countries claim excessive share of 
Pillar 2 revenues
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Threats
2. Loss of opportunity

The excessive Pillar 2 revenues of leading OECD 
countries will fundamentally change the dynamics of 
any future negotiations. 

Instead of potential benefits for most, by curbing tax 
abuse, future reforms would need to redistribute 
from the most powerful OECD countries to others.

Do we risk moving from ‘win-win’ to ‘zero-sum’? 
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Threats
3. Loss of sovereignty

• Binding dispute resolution (Pillar 1)

• Limits on tax incentives (Pillar 2; may be beneficial) 

• Nothing is binding yet – but if multilateral 
instruments signed, governments will tie their own 
hands and prevent many possible future reforms
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Responses
1. Unilateral rejection?
Opportunities
• maintain revenue from unilateral tax measures
• adopt UN Model Article 12B on digital
• reform treaties to extend withholding taxes
• unitary tax 

Risks
• counter-measures 
• broader (political/economic) exclusion 
• extraterritorial nature of Pillar 2
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Responses
2. Regional coordination
Opportunities
• Pool resources (and data) to evaluate impacts – ESCWA+
• Evaluate regional introduction of unitary tax
• Improve own cooperation, including data exchange
• Adopt joint positions (cf. ATAF engagement at OECD)
• Promote shift from to UN (per G77 position)

Risks 
• Remain, but now shared across the region
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4.
Conclusions



• OECD reform has lost ambition and fairness
• Threat of permanent loss of taxing rights
• But nothing is binding –yet

• Opportunity for ESCWA members to act unilaterally 
or (better) together: evaluate, cooperate and push for 
better (at OECD and/or to the UN)

• At a minimum: great caution before signing 
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